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Enrolling in graduate school is a big decision; a decision that could alter your life 

in more ways than imaginable. Student loans are often a necessary evil for many students 

in order to pursue their dreams and receive the education they desire. Writing this essay 

has prompted me to reflect upon my past two years as a graduate student and contributor 

to the one trillion dollar student loan debt pile, and acknowledge the smart (and not-so- 

smart) financial decisions I have made. 

 
When I registered for Loanlook about one year ago, I viewed my current loan 

balance and experienced what felt like a miniature heart attack. Not being the most 

pleasant experience of my life, it is my wish to help prevent this unfortunate occurrence 

from happening to my fellow classmates and future students. I have complied a list of 

“dos and don’ts” based on my smart (but mostly not-so-smart) financial decisions of the 

past two years. Proceed with caution: 
 
Do: 

 

 

 Utilize Loanlook (after the initial panic attack, it’s fantastic!) 

 Keep track of your student loans and investigate options for repayment plans far 

in advance 

 Buy older editions of textbooks (if the content hasn’t changed drastically, of 

course) 

 Bring your lunch to school or put money on your ID card 

 Follow the “Thrifty Budget” plan - plan your living situation within the 

parameters of the budget, not the other way around 

 Live with roommates or parents 

 Work a part-time job 

 Learn how to look for sales and coupons online – “Buy one, get one 50% off? 

Sold!” 

 Learn to embrace thrift shops 

 Shop for items in their “off season” (i.e. flannel sheets during the summer or 

swimwear during the winter) 

 Purchase day-to-day items (paper towels, shampoo, laundry detergent) online 

 Ask yourself why you need something before you purchase it 

 Swap clothes (or scrubs) with a friend to mix up your wardrobe 

 Keep a monthly spreadsheet of your living expenses 

 Learn how to create meal plans and shopping lists 

 Learn how to cook 

 Cancel your cable – read, paint, or study (gasp!) 

 Keep yourself healthy – doctor visits are expensive 



Don’t: 

 Ignore your finances thinking you’ll handle it after graduation 

 Spend your free time (ha, like you have any) at places where money is easily 

spent 

 Plan your living situation around the maximum amount of student loans allotted – 

you will use it all 

 Quit your part-time job right before the holidays 

 Shop at Target without a strict list of items and limited cash 

 Dismiss scholarship opportunities! 

 
Student loan debt is intimidating and one of the biggest decisions students must 

make before beginning their education. Being diligent to living a frugal lifestyle as a 

student, being extremely conscious of spending habits, and utilizing the tools and 

resources provided to students will assist to minimize the burden of debt upon graduation 

and maximize the ability to live debt-free as a healthcare provider. 


